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Abstract

This paper aims at analyzing the forms and position of the English manner adjunct and the implication in the
teaching of English grammar in EFL. Manner adjunct in a sentence shou's how the activity or event stated in
the verb is performed. This study applied descriptive qualitative method and the data were collected through
library research.The data rvere taken fiom the novels 'Knife of Dreams' and'The Lord of the Rings'. The
theory adopted in this study u,as the theory ofmanner adjunct proposed by Quirk et al (1985) and the theorl,
of communicative language teaching by Harmer (1983). Quirk et al (1985) mentions that the English manner
adjunct can be in the form of an adverb of manner (i.e.: quickly. slorvly) prepositional phrase (i.e.: in a
different way), and clause (i.e.: as I tell you). Meanrvhile the position of the adverbial of manner can take
initial. middie, and end position. The findings shou' that Adverbial of manner could be in the form of
prepositional phrase and clause in terms of positions; they are found in the initial, medial and end position.
This implies that in the teaching of manner adjunct in EFL should be directed to students' communicative
efficiency rvhich is apply to student at different levels. grammar. situational and context, pronunciation and
accent and skills.

Keltt,ords: adverbials of manner, forns. positions, leaching implications.

Introduction
Traditional grammar defines a sentence as a group ofrvords containing at least a subject and verb and

expresses a complete thought. The study ofthe principles and processes by uhich sentences are structured in
particular languages is referred to as Syntax. Syntactic investigation ola given language has as its goal the
construction ofa grammar that can be seen as a kind oftool for producing the sentences ofa language under
analysis (Noam Chomsky, l97l).

The elements that build up a sentence can be categorized into subject, verb, object, complement. and
adverbial. The adverbial is a clause element describing rvhen- rvhere, u,hy, or horv the action or event
expressed in the verb is performed. Manner adverbial expresses the manner holv the action or event
expressed in the verb is performed. Quirk et al (1985:501) classify adverbial lunctions in a clause or sentence
into four: disjunct- conjuct- subjunct and adjunct.They'also state that a manner adverb adjunct can normally
be replaced by in a....ntanner or in a...v'qy rvith its adjective base in the blank position (Quirk et al.
I 985:557)-

Manner adjunct in a sentence shorvs how the activity or event stated in the verb is performed. The
common rva,v of forming the manner adjunct is by' addin-e a -ly sutfix to an ad-jective. The form of manner
adiunct in a sentence can be realized by phrases- clauses and its position is not only in the end ofthe sentence
but also in the initial and medial position.

Manner adverbial or adjunct is interesting to be discussed and has been done by some researcher;
horvever- most of them did not relate it to the teaching of EFL. Their analysis onll'focused on the manner
adverb in the form of adverb phrase and they analyzed tunctions- positions. explicit and implicit meaning
fi'om grammatical or semantic point of vier.v.

This study aims at anall'zing the forms and position olthe English manner adjunct by applying the
grammar theor,v.. proposed by Quirk Quirk et al (1985) and the result lvill be related to the teaching of English
grammar in EFL by adopting Harmer's theory.

This research can be classifled into descriptive qualitative and the data rvere taken fi'om the novels
'Knife of Drearrs'and 'The Lord of the Rings '.The method applied in collecting the data rvas observation and
documentation method bi. fbllorving some steps; reading the storv intensively. ldentif-ving the data to find the
term relating to the topic- and finally'b)'note taking. And the data rvere descriptively presented-

Brief Review of Related Theories
Brou,n and lvliller ( 1980: 353) states thr.t sub.ject. ob.iect and complements compose the nucleus ol-a

sentence. Thel' are the constituents u'hich. in terms ol constituent structure. are either obligatory or are
introduced by an expansion ol VP (r'erb phrase). and therefbre relevant to strict sub categorization. They are
also to be identified u,ith nuclear parlicipants. All other constituents are considered to be adjuncts. Adjuncts
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are normallv adverbials. u'hether they are adverb phrases. prepositional phrases- adverbs or subordinate
clauses ol time, place, manner etc. of r.vhich distributional functions are similar to adverbials. They are
typically non-obligatory sentence elements, and have a mobile degree within the sentence denied to the
nuclear constituents. Adjuncts are obviously a somewhat 'mixed bag'. in that syntactically' there are
numerous subclasses that have different and overlapping distribution, and they fill a variety of semantic roles.
Givon (1984:77) claims that manner adverbs tend to change the meaning of the verb itself. In other rvords-
they have the verb alone under their semantic scope.

An adjunct is an adverbial function. Manner indicates the manner or wa)' hou, the event described
by the verbs is performed. Adjunct of manner can be placed in the verb constituent. it lbllows the VP- and it
can follow other adverbs. The difference between adverb and adverbial is that an adverb is a category and
adverbial is the name of a function. An adverbial is a form that functions to modify or describe verbs. The
meaning ofthat verb can be changed when adverb modifies a verb.

Quirk et al (1985:556) claims that manner adjuncts can be realized by prepositional phrases such as:
She uttered the words with cold deliberation. It can also be realized by'noun phrases i.e.; l'd like to send the
parcel air mail.Manner adjuncts especially those of means and instrument can also be expressed by adverb
phrases i.e.; He glanced ather very lovingly. At last manner adjunct can be realized by clauses i.e.; I try to
cook vegetable as lhe Chinese do.

As manner adjuncts can servc as the responses to &or.r,- questions as can be seen in the follorving
examples quoted from Quirk et al (1985:558):

A: How does she dance? B: The same way as I do
A: How should I write to him? B: As afriend vould write
A: how do they prefer to cook? B: In the French style

They also mention that the characteristics of adjirnct are as follows;
l. It is obligatory u'hen it occurs after the class ofcopular verb. The verb requires adjunct to lorm

a sentence structure and it can occur after a verb.
2. Adjunct is optional if a sentence is still well formed without an object.
3. Manner adjuncts cannot be the focus on the cleft sentence, but their acceptabilitl, is increased il

they are modified or if the clause is interrogative or negative.
4. The occurring ofmanner adjunct in a sentence can be gradable (it can be compared). Examples:

more carefully and ntost carefully.
Quirk et al (1973:.208,1985:558):describe three positions of the

occurrence ofadjunct in declarative form ofthe clause. they are:
l. Initial position. (befiore the subject).

For example:
- Nervously, the man opened the letter (Quirk et al, 1973;119).
- With a great courtesy she replied to my question (Quirk et al- 19721, 465).

2. Medial position. (after the subject or auxiliary).
For example:

- She sloraly drove the car into the garage (Quirk and et al- 1973;138)
- Tear the gas was indiscriminately sprayed on the protesters (Quirk et al 1973;138)

3. Final position. (after an intransitive verb, object, or complement).
For example:

- I paid for the book immediately ( Quirk et al- 1973;209)
Traditional viervs ollangua-ee learning stressed mainly on the grammatical competence

and it is this competence that allorvs a child to be creative as. a language user.
Harmer ( I 983) argues that rve cannot expect our students to have the same

Communicative competence as the native speaker's rvithout actually living tbr sometimes in the target
language community. Furthermore he claims that communicative competence is often discussed but seldom
defined in terms of level. Therefore he states that Communicative competence is not onlv an unattainable

-eoal but also unnecessary one in the classroom. The possible goal is contntttnicative eficie ncy.
Communicative efficiencv refers to the capability of students to express rvhat they intend to say. If

thef intend to express disagreement they are able to do so and their meaning is understood.
On the other hand- Richard (2006: 2) mentions that the 

-e.oal 
of language teaching is comnrunicatirc

competence. Communicative competence is ditferent lrom grammatical competence in that the later rel'ers to
the knorvledge rve have of a language thal accounts lbr our capability in producing sentences in a lan_euage. It
refers to the knowled-ee of the components that build up the sentences and knorvledge olhorv sentences are
structured. At the same time, as grammatical competence is an imporlant aspect of language learning. it is
undoubtedly not all is occupied in leaming a language since one can master the rules of sentence structure in
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a language and still cannot be very successful at being able to use the language fbr meaningful
communication. I-le mentions that the goal of communicative language teaching is Communicative
competence rvhich includes knowing;

-how to use language for a variety ofdifferent purposes and functions.
-horv to varv our use of langua-ee according to the setting and the participants (i.e.; rvhen

to use lormal and informal speech)
-to produce and understand various types oftexts.
-ho\\' to maintain communication (i.e.; using different tvpes of communication strategies).

Data Analysis and Discussion
The analysis r.vill be started by presenting the forms and positions of the manner adjunct and then

followed by the implication on the teaching of EFL
liorms and position of manner adjunct .:.

It has been mentioned in the theory that manner adjuncts can be realized in the form of adverbs,
noun phrases, prepositional phrases, and clauses. horvever in the data the noun phrase realizing manner
adjunct was not found. In terms of positions, all the positions (initial. medial. and final) were found for the
manner adjuncts realized by adverb ofmanner, prepositional phrases. but for the one realized by clauses the
mcdial position could not be found. The analyses of the forms and positions of manner adjunct in English are

described as the follor.vings.

Manner adjuncts realized by adverb of manner ending in -/y
Manner adjunct can take the forms of adverbs or adverb phrases of manner. most of the adverb of

manner are realized by adjective ending in -ly,bul some have the same forms as adjectives such asfast, hard,
(have the same forms for both adjectives and also adverbs), andwell is the adverb of manner derived from
good (adiective). The follorving data show manner adjunct in the form of Adjective -ly

l. He paused and his eyes closed ,'rearily.lTolkien- 1966:.6)
2. Happil.," his leers u'ere directed (Jordan, 2005:408)
3.Yle carefully folding the kimono (John, 2006:203)
4. Sorrou'fully they cast loose the funeral boat; (Tolkien, 1966: l0)

ll'earily, happily, carefully and Sonovftilly on the data (l- 4) are all adverbs of manner derived from
adjectives; u,eary, happy, careful and Sorrotuful/y by addin-e suffix -/y'. ll'earily on data ( I ) expresses the way
hou' his e1'es cl6sed, meanwhile happily on data (2) refers to, hor'v his leers u,ere directed- and carefilly on
data (3) shorvs llorl he is folding the kimono, and Soruovftrlly on data (4) describes hotl they cast loose the

funeral boat- lVearily, happily, carefully and Sorrov,fttlly can also be the respond of question rvith question
r,vord 'horv' as shorvn in the follorvings;

A: Hou, did his eyes close?
A: ilou u'ere his leers directed?
A: I-lorv is he tblding the kimono

B; vearily.
B: Happily
B: Carefully

B: in a hurty
B: tvith a smile
B: in tones of sorrow
B; vith gt eat speed
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A: Ho,"r' did they cast loose the tuneral boat? B: Sorrorvfulll'

Data (l-4) also indicate that this type of manner adjunct can occur in initial.
medial and linal positions

Manner adjuncts realized by prepositional phrase
Prepositional phrases can also realize manner adjunct. as can be seen in the lbllorving data;

l- She closed the door in a hurry (John, 2006: 240)
2. Ll'ith a smile Joseph said it (John. 2006: 86)
3. He said something in tones of son"otr, (Jordan- 2005:16)
4. He is going vith great speed. (Tolken, 1966;426)

Datr (l-.1) shon'that the manner ad.iuncts can be realized nith prepositional phrases. All the prepositional
phrases in italics express the manners or ways horv the activities described by' the verbs are perfbrmed.
Thereibre thel,can answer the questions starting rvith the question rvord horl as sho\vn in the fbllorvings:

A: Flou, did she close the door?
A: Horv did Joseph say it?
A: Horv did he say something?
A: Hou'is he going?
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As shor..'n by the data above that the prepositional phrases lblming the manner adjunct can take
initial. medial and final position.
Manner adjuncts realized tly Clauses

Manner adjuncts can be realized by clauses as can be shorvn in the follorving data;
l. The riders gazed up at Thdoden like men startled oM ofdreant. (Tolken,l966:586)
2. 'We cannot leave him lying like carrion a,nong these foul Orcs'(Tolken,19667)
3. As iffreshfrom a night s resl they sprang from stone to stone. (Tolken, 1966: 560)
Data (l-3) shor.ved that the clauses in italics realized manner ad.iuncts. They could be the ansrver of

the question with question word 'horv', i.e.: hou, did the riders gaze at Theoden? The respond was like men
startled out of dream.
The Implication of the English manner adjuncts in the Teaching of EFL

The analysis on manner adjuncts in English showed that manner adjuncts expressed how the
activities or events described by the verbs were perlbrmed. lt could be the respond of question with question
word 'how'. These could be realized not onll' by the adverbs of manner but also by prepositional phrases and
clauses; and the positions in the sentence could be in initial. medial. and final positions. The problem here is
how to relate this to the teaching of EFL?

Following Harmer (1983), who states that communicative competence is impossible goal in the
teaching of EFL. It is true that we cannot expect our students to have the same competence as the native
speaker's without actually living for sometimes in the target language community. What is possible to be the
goal in the EFL teaching is communicative fficiency. Therefore he states that Communicative efficiency
refers to the capability ofstudents to express vvhat they intend to sa1'. Ifthey intend to express disagreement
they are able to do so.and their meaning is understood. We have to consider horv the concept of
Communicative eficiency is applied to student at different levels, grammar, situational and context,
pronunciation and accent and skills.

In order to attain communicative efficiency in the use of manner adjunct in communication- the
forms and the position of manner adjunct taught to the student should be adjusted to the student levels of
proficiency. For beginners it is impossible to expect students to be able to use manner adjunct rvhich are
formed by prepositional phrases or clauses. What can be introduced in this level to express horv the activities
are performed is using manner adjunct formed by adverb of manner ending in -1,r,. i.e.; hou docs John write?
We cannot expect the responds wilh care or like his father does since this is too complicated for them and
their knorvledge of English is still linrited. What we can expect that they can respond to it by slov'ly.
careftlly, etc. Hor.vever for students majoring in English \\'e expect that the)' should be able to understand the
concept of manner adjunct and use it in communication- We have to make sure that our students can use the
simplestforun of manner adjunct in communication throu-eh classroom acti'"ities in communicative language
teaching to attain the goal of communicative efficiency

ln terms of grammar Hammer (1983) states that for a student to be communicativel;- efficient he
needs to knorv grammar from the simplest to the most complex one. In relation to the teaching ol manner
adjunct, the manner adjuncts formed by adverb ending in -l;" rvith the llnal position should be mastered
before the others. Students need to knorv manner adjunct in -lv rvith the final position to express hou,the
activities are performed to attain communicative efticiency.
Situational and context. The manner adjunct should not be taught as an abstract s)stem- teachers should teach
it as it is used in real life, in its situation and context rvhich is rel-erred to as the teaching of communicative
value. Teachers should make sure that during presentation and practice stage that this value is clearl-u-

demonstrated,
Pronunciation and accent. In terms ofpronunciation and accent \ve do not expect our students to be

able to speak exactly like the native speakers to attain communicative eiliciency. \\/hat rve can expect is that
students can use the manner adjunct in accordance r.vith their level ol language proliciencl' and can be

understood. Teachers and students should persist on a ler,el o1'pronunciation that guarantees communicative
efliciency.Skills- Students are expected to be able to perfbrrn in the tbur skills rvithin their language
capability. In the productive skills students can use the manner adjuncts properly and in the perceptive skills
they can recognize and understand their occun'ence.

Language varieties. English has manv varieties. i.e.: British English. American English. Australian
English etc.. and thele are certainlv diilerences in their common use ol'manner ad.juncts in order to attain
communicative efiiciency teachers do not need to be conlused u'hich to teach. if you ref-er to American or
British- just stay, n'ith it. Horvevel students ol advanced levels necd to be preoccupied b1' dilferences ol
variet""- than is generally supposed.

Conclusion and Suggestion
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Manner adjuncts in English could express horv the activities or events described by the verbs rvere
peribrmed. lt could be the lespond olquestion u'ith question word'how'. These could be formed not only by
advcrbs ofmanner but also by prepositional phrases and clauses; and the positions in the sentence could be in
initial- medial- and final positions.

In the teaching of EFL. manner adjunct should be taught to attain students' communicative efficiency.
The concept of communicative efflciency applies to student at diff-erent levels. grammar, situational and
context. pronunciation and accent and skills.
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